Background:
- Longstanding dispute among Orange, Red, and Blue over island chain
- Yellow has acted as a mediator to prevent outright conflict
November 1:
● Orange moves drilling equipment into area
November 2:
- Red and Blue protest Orange’s actions
- Red and Blue move naval units into the area
November 2:
- Orange moves naval units to the area to protect drilling operations
November 4:
- Orange lands ground forces on island and establishes satellite ground station
- Red and Blue denounce action
- Yellow calls for emergency UNSC meeting
November 6:
- Yellow carrier strike group arrives in area, conducts air patrols and ISR
- Media reports commercial shipping in area experiencing interference with PNT signals
November 7:
- Blue manned helicopter flying ISR mission is struck by a UAV and crashes
- Blue says it was deliberate act by Orange
November 7:
- Blue sends additional ships to the area and alerts land-based aircraft and missile forces
- Blue demands that Orange cease drilling and remove forces from the island
November 8:
- Orange protests its innocence in the crash
- Orange mobilizes additional air and naval units and ships with missile defense capabilities
- Orange declares it will defend itself against aggression

November 9:
- Protests erupt in Red calling for Orange to withdraw from the island
- UNSC convenes emergency meeting